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If You Are Beginning or 
Returning to Your Program . . .  

Workplace Expectations

• Workplace 
communications respond 
to a need to know or a 
need to act

• Employers are in control 
and hold the copyright 
to your work

Academic Expectations

• Academic, Scholarly 
writing responds to a 
desire to know, often 
for intellectual as well as 
“practical” purposes

• You have authorial 
control and copyright, 
but also are judged



A Grad School Writing Sampler:
Ongoing and Culminating Projects

“The journalist writes, ‘The 
skills and duties required of 
a superintendent today 
differ greatly from those 
required over 100 years 
ago.’” (Joyner 2012)

“The scholar writes, ‘According to 
several recent studies (Boldt, 2004; 
Candoli, 1995; Cuban, 1976; 
Kowalski, 1999) many practicing 
superintendents agree that the 
superintendent position has gone 
through fundamental changes since 
the first school superintendent was 
appointed in 1837.’”



Graduate School Writing Expectations
❑ Critical thinking and analysis, 
❑ Subject-area knowledge  
❑ Knowledge of :

❑ Types of Discourse 
❑ Levels of Formality 
❑ Seminar Paper 
❑ Literature Review

❑ Manage your resources and responsibilities
❑ Awareness of the ongoing conversation
❑ Originality 



Overwhelming? 
• Utilize the help you pay for through 

tuition. 
• What we will cover today: 

- What is the UCWbL? 
- Services we provide
- Using the most out of the UCWbL
- Techniques for stress management
- Other helpful resources at DePaul



The UCWbL

• Is a culmination of 5 different programs:
– The Writing Center
– The Writing Fellows program
– The Collaborative for Multilingual 

Writing and Research (CMWR)
– Outreach
– Workshops



The writing center
• Make an account at 

depaul.mywconline.com 
• We work with DePaul University 

students, faculty, staff, and alumni to 
plan, to draft, to revise, or to polish their 
work. 

• Tutors are trained with a diverse range 
of genres



Choosing a tutor

https://depaul.mywconline.com/


Get to know the tutor before 
meeting them!

• Visit 
https://condor.depaul.edu/writing/about-s
taff.html to read staff profiles!

https://condor.depaul.edu/writing/about-staff.html
https://condor.depaul.edu/writing/about-staff.html


Staff Profile



Types of Appointments

• Face to Face

• Written Feedback

• Online Real-time

• Screencast

• Chat with a Tutor 



Face to Face

• Tutors can work with you, at any part of 
the writing process. 

• You can make a traditional, face to face 
appointment ranging from half an hour 
to two hours. 



Written Feedback

• If you can’t make it into the Writing 
Center, no problem!

• Tutors can provide feedback for you via 
email. 

• Tutors use the “comments” function on 
microsoft word to offer suggestions 
for revision. 





How to attach a draft





Online Real-time

• This option allows you to get the same 
benefits of meeting with a tutor face to 
face, even if you can’t physically come 
into the writing center. 

• Upload and discuss your writing through 
a chat room. 



Screencast video feedback

• Asynchronous feedback 
• Receive audio- visual feedback on your 

writing. 



Chat with a Tutor 

• In case none of the mentioned 
appointment types are available or you 
have a “quick” question, you can also 
make use of our “chat with a tutor” 
which is accessible through 
condor.depaul.edu/writing/





Standing Appointments

Found a tutor you love? Make a standing 
appointment with them!

Call our Loop or LPC office: 
LPC: 773-325-4272
Loop: 312-362-6726



Stay Mindful during the 
process!



No Dissertation was Built in a Day
(or an All-Nighter)

❖ Graduate students approaching the final 
project have knowledge and disciplinary 
expertise.  The main reason why they don’t get 
their degree is that they don’t finish writing 
their thesis or dissertation

❖ All the tricks you employed to pull off all those 
“just in time” assignments & work projects are 
not necessarily helpful when you write long, in 
depth works over time

❖ Build in time to think, to reflect, and to REST



Thinking Ahead to the 
Culminating Project, and 

Drawing Connections Among 
Them (i.e., how one task 
prepares you – and even 

helps you – write the other)



What you can accomplish with 
your tutor

- planning
- brainstorming
- writing
- revising
- presenting
- any part of the process you can imagine!



Planning & Organizing 
Schedules & Logistics Nuts & Bolts
• Devise a realistic Schedule with your 

tutor
• Line up resources and support
• Be honest 
• Plan short-term as well as long-term
• Ask for advice!
 



Crafting a Preliminary Plan 

•Identify & Quantify 
•List 
•Map out 
•Re-visit feeder assignments as 
often as needed



Some Execution Strategies for 
Organizing Your Research

• Be realistic in your planning
• Use models for guidance 
• Programs & apps (Evernote, 

stayfocused)
• Organize (Reverse Outline & 

Backwards Design)



Some Brainstorming Strategies
• Free-write 
• Clustering 
• Outline 
• Talk and Collaborate 
• Storyboard 
• Outline using PowerPoint



Writing-Related Strategies
• Find the best way to start 
• Develop a full, working Table of Contents, and use it 

to guide and to motivate your writing
• Build in time to get feedback, to rethink your research 

and arguments, and to revise
• Keep reading – read in chunks – and keep asking 

questions and talking to keep up your momentum
• Build in accountability outside of your dissertation or 

thesis committee with a writing buddy, writing center 
tutor, and/or writing group. Meet regularly to keep on 
track



Writing Groups

https://condor.depaul.edu/writing/programs-writing-center-writing-groups.html


Emotional support 
• “when you say you don’t have time 

to relax, that is the moment when 
you need it the most.”

• https://offices.depaul.edu/student-a
ffairs/about/departments/Pages/ucs.
aspx 

https://offices.depaul.edu/student-affairs/about/departments/Pages/ucs.aspx
https://offices.depaul.edu/student-affairs/about/departments/Pages/ucs.aspx
https://offices.depaul.edu/student-affairs/about/departments/Pages/ucs.aspx


Body Scan

• https://soundcloud.com/mindfulmagazine
/3-minute-body-scan-meditation 

https://soundcloud.com/mindfulmagazine/3-minute-body-scan-meditation
https://soundcloud.com/mindfulmagazine/3-minute-body-scan-meditation


Don’t shortchange any part of the process:  
Try to allocate about equal time to explore 
your subject, do research, read, track and 
synthesize your findings, draft, get 
feedback, revise – but also incorporate 
self care within this process.



Discuss

•What’s next?  Where will you go from 
here? 
•What challenges (familiar or new) do you 
foresee?
•What resources can help you address 
those challenges?



Thank You
Katie Olsen and Lisa Parzefall
The DePaul University Center for Writing-based 

Learning
DePaul University
212A Schmitt Academic Center, 2320 N. Kenmore, 

Chicago IL  60614, 773.325.4273
1604 Lewis Center, 25 E. Jackson, Chicago IL 

60604,  312.362.5154


